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Hard!  Lots we don’t understand!  
Natural fit for experimental science
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❖ Inform Internet evolution:

❖ E.g., IPv6, DASH, QUIC, DNSSEC, IoT, and app du jour

❖ Make the Internet better:

❖ E.g., Security, resilience, accountability, privacy

❖ Inform policy:

❖ E.g., access, freedom, neutrality

❖ Business + economics:

❖ E.g., improve performance -> better user experience and/or more 
time for backend processing -> more revenue
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(major) hurdles community faces today?

❖ Scale: 

…there is much to measure

❖ Access: 

…and it’s hard to get / not designed to be measured

❖ Ground-truth:

…and harder to validate inferences

❖ Reproducibility:

…and best data and results are hoarded for privacy, policy, and 
self-serving reasons
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Relentless Forward Progress

❖ Despite these hurdles, much success:

❖ Better idea of the network topology than ever before

❖ Measurements that drive protocol improvements

❖ Measurements that drive security (DNS, routing, etc)

❖ Variety of passive and active measurement platforms

❖ Reproducibility and artifacts emphasis in ACM IMC, 
CCR
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❖ Here’s one simple 
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Impact:
- Reliability
- Security
- Performance
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❖ Platforms: Ark, Atlas, scans.io, PlanetLab 

❖ Regularly performed and archived (rich datasets)

❖ Passive:

❖ Network telescopes, packet captures of subnetwork without hosts

❖ No hosts = backscatter, scans, and misconfig = security insights

❖ Archived captures from large telescopes
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Insights Into:
- Emergent events
- Policies and changes
- Attacks and 

defenses
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❖ Security data exchanges, e.g., SIE, DNSDB

❖ Ground-truth and validation:

❖ NANOG, R&E nets, providers, etc.
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Result:
- Creative ways to 

obtain better data
- Higher standard of 

validation
- Realism and real-

world impact



Greater than Sum of Parts

❖ Most research leverages multiple of these techniques

❖ Data fusion for insight and validation

❖ Huge value in continuous, archived measurements:

❖ Retroactive understanding of important events
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Thanks!

Questions / Discussion?

Rob Beverly: <rbeverly@nps.edu>


